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The Consumer Product Safety Commission
keeps watch over 15,000 products. Its

regulatory powers are extensive.

Finally, there's a practical, comprehensive
manual which explains just how this agency

operates. Consumer Product Safety

Commisson analyzes the interactions of the

various statutes the agency enforces, and
reviews important developments in case law.

In addition to clear explanations of the

various regulatory processes, the manual also

contains examples of documents the

practitioner must be familiar with, such as

petitions to the CPSC and substantial hazard

reports. It shows the relationship of federal

law to state regulations. Plus, it discusses the

relationship of federal law to private actions

including products liability.

Consumer Product Safety Commission
is also an administrative law treatise

which focuses on the regulatory activity of

the agency. The author discusses the history

of consumer product safety regulation by

the federal government both before and
after the establishment of the CPSC.
Important cases and the various statutes

which regulate consumer products are

analyzed in depth with valuable guidance on
procedural and substantive aspects of the

CPSC.

The CPSC administers many other statutes

such as the Flammable Fabrics Act and the

Federal Hazardous Substances Act in addition

to the Consumer Product Safety Act. This

newly published manual is vital for

determining when the interaction of these

statutes is likely to affect a client's interests.

Many of the arguments the manual presents

can be applied as is or adapted to specific

situations.
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Please send me CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY
COMMISSION. Purchase includes my order for

future upkeep service. Add appropriate sales tax.

$75.00 plus $2.25 postage and handling.

Have your representative call on me.

Charge my Shepard's account no.

Bill me. Bill firm

Orders subject to acceptance in Colorado Springs.

Terms available, no carrying charges.

Appended materials include the text of all

significant statutes including recent 1981

amendments and samples of various

documents used in consumer product

regulation.

1981 edition; looseleaf; approx. 800 pages;

annual supplementation planned; 1 volume
$75 plus $2.25 postage and handling.
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If you practice criminal law, you need . . .

The CRIMINAL
LAW REPORTER

BNA's all-in-one-place, authoritative information service that

• alerts you to all major changes in criminal Jaw
• cuts down on your reading load

• saves you time for the actual practice of law

BNA's CRIMINAL LAW REPORTER covers everything in the fast-changing

criminal law field from interpretation and application of existing criminal law

as reflected in the opinions and proceedings of courts at every level ... to formu-

lation of new legislation ... to unconventional (and controversial) proposals

for approaches to crime and the criminal.

Here's what you'll receive every week with The CRIMINAL LAW
REPORTER:
• a crisply written review and analysis of the latest criminal law

developments

• Supreme Court proceedings, arguments, actions, and filings

• decisions and proceedings of federal courts of appeals, and district courts

— as well as the principal courts of all the states

• a roundup of notable actions in Congress and state legislatures

• digests of reports and recommendations of commissions, associations,

committees, the bar, and the press

• full text of all opinions of the U.S. Supreme Court in criminal cases, and
of significant federal legislation

• cumulative indexes every six weeks— and a final index for the six-month

period covered by the Reporter volume

You get all that and a whole lot more (along with a sturdy filing and reference

binder) when you get The CRIMINAL LAW REPORTER.

For additional information and subscription rates, please contact:

THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC.

1231 25th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037

Telephone: 202—452-4500



ETHICAL PROBLEMS
IN FEDERAL
TAX PRACTICE
By Bernard Wolfman
and James P. Holden

The various roles of the lawyer in federal tax practice pose

concrete ethical questions which are carefully explored in this text.

The issues implicated in return preparation, audit and litigation, tax

planning, and policy formulation are examined in light of the au-

thorities governing conduct in these settings.

Additional areas of professional responsibility involving the

role of accountants, conflicts of interest, confidentiality, tax shelter

opinions, malpractice, and special problems facing government

lawyers, are probed concisely and analytically.

This unique new text combines important excerpts from law

review articles, leading cases and rulings, Treasury regulations, and
ABA and AICPA guidelines, along with the authors' commentaries,

to examine and clarify the difficult, and often very subtle, issues that

recur in federal tax practice.

$18.00* 366 pages
© 1981, The Michie Company softbound
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